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Dear Colleagues,

Checking in again for another week. Our universal masking policy is in full effect, and it
really works. We have experts here at Vanderbilt who have led the work to demonstrate
effec�veness of masking and to help us across the board to lead by example in the
ac�ons we need to take at work and at home to find the balance to get us and our
community safely through this pandemic. We lead the way in doing the right thing, and
we are the role models that will make the difference.

I want to share a video that underscores the importance of masking. All day.
Everywhere. 

VIDEO: Your Part. Masking.

We also make a difference in demonstra�ng how willing we are to adapt to the evolving
situa�on that is both the COVID-19 pandemic and, frankly, academic medicine in general.
Today’s hero selec�on is a team that has stepped up to take care of our expanded panel
of MICU pa�ents. The epitome of mul�disciplinary, this team “MICU-D,” which jumped to
ac�on last week, staffed by pulmonary a�endings and fellows, also included residents
from outside the department of medicine. Thank you to everyone involved for making a
seamless effort to take care of our pa�ents. This team highlights how true it is that we
are all in this together.

Our culture of working together in collabora�on and to achieve the personalized care
that every pa�ent deserves is the key to our success. Our outcomes are outperforming
expecta�ons in nearly every metric. Death from COVID-19 is possibly the most important
metric, and our rate is <30% of the state average. Our pa�ent-focused, mission-driven,
data-led approach has served us well and will con�nue to benefit us in all aspects of
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what we do. An important part of the collabora�on has been to create easily diges�ble
literature summaries to allow us to stay on top of the moun�ng literature on COVID-19.
This week’s summary has a wealth of new informa�on on health care workers, the
transmission of this virus, and evolving therapies taking place in real �me. 

This culture of course extends well beyond COVID-19 and is what makes us special. 

Our vision, to be the world leader in advancing personalized health, and our mission of
personalizing the pa�ent experience through our caring spirit and remarkable
capabili�es, define us at VUMC where we are: Making Health Care Personal. 

In fact, this tagline is going to be something you see and hear more. Why? When a
pa�ent comes to us with an illness, we listen to them to understand what they want.
When a new way of trea�ng a pa�ent is discovered, we study it. When there is a chance
to improve an outcome, we champion it. We take it personally. We use Discovery Science
to make advancements that make treatment more precise. Because when you use
precision medicine to improve a pa�ent’s life, you have just made it personal. At
Vanderbilt Health, making health care personal is making a difference. So everything we
do is about improving health for you. Making things be�er. Making Health Care Personal.

Onward we go, making health care personal. 

Kim

Follow us on Twitter!
@KimrynRathmell
@VUMC_Medicine

 * If you are a Vanderbilt employee or patient with fever, cough, or shortness of breath and are concerned
about the coronavirus, call (888) 312-0847 to be assessed. If you become ill while at work, they will direct
you to the testing site on campus. Employees will have their tests flagged for rapid resulting as of tests sent
this afternoon. 

* COVID-19 Public Information Hotline: (877) 857-2945, available daily (10 a.m.-10 p.m.)

* Continue to review myVUMC and the COVID website for institutional information.

* For information on how faculty members can support students in traumatic times, see article published by
the Chronicle of Higher Education, "Coping with Coronavirus."
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MEDICINE GRAND ROUNDS LIVESTREAM LINK

SUBSCRIBE NOW TO THE NEW VANDERBILT HEALTH PODCAST!

VANDERBILT HEALTH DNA: DISCOVERIES IN ACTION

A new podcast—Vanderbilt Health DNA: Discoveries in Ac�on—will be launching in the coming
weeks. Click here to see the trailer and subscribe!

DNA is a 10-episode show that dives into vaccines; technologies and visions shaping how and when
people get care; unconscious bias; health equity; imposter syndrome; neurosurgery; COVID-19; the
vanguard of imagining the future of inclusive and diverse care and health systems; REDCap, and
more.

https://zoom.us/j/93017109471#success
https://news.vumc.org/2020/07/23/vanderbilt-health-dna-podcast/
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Summary of Major Literature Related to COVID-19
(July 27-August 10)

Department of Medicine Website

Mission Statement
Our Mission is to inspire interest in the prevention of disease and the promotion of human health, to cultivate
biomedical discovery, and educate tomorrow's leaders for internal medicine. We especially seek those
physicians who provide compassionate care while translating new knowledge into meaningful improvements
in health outcome.

This application of science to medicine is enhanced by interdisciplinary collaboration, fiscal responsibility,
advancement of social and intellectual diversity, commitment to self-learning, and a professionalism
dedicated to teamwork and collegiality. These values promote the best interests of internal medicine at
Vanderbilt and further strengthen our social contract with the community we serve.

Additional links:

Vanderbilt-Ingram Cancer Center
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Vanderbilt Heart and Vascular Institute (VHVI) Newsletter

DISCOVER Newsletter

https://medicine.vumc.org/sites/default/files/documents/ca-docs/VHVI-Newsletter-2019%20Digital.Final_winter-2019-SR-edits.pdf
https://discover.vumc.org/

